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the password cracking tools can be classified into two types: - password crackers which perform dictionary attacks or a brute force
attack. - recovery tools which try to extract data from the overwritten partition or encrypted data. if you are worried about

somebody stealing your facebook account, you can use the security settings tool to stop them from accessing your account. this is a
must have for all your accounts, not just facebook. step 1: - load the page in a new browser tab. step 2: - download the pdf and

unzip it. step 3: - open the encrypted pdf. note that the password may be different than the one you set, but it will still open. your
email account contains various pieces of information like contacts, birthdays, passwords, and more. facebook and the third parties

often collect user's information and use them for various commercial purposes. this information can be retrieved from your
facebook account, even if you have deleted your account. here are a few things to know: - your account id. - your email account. -

your last logged-in email account. - your password. we all know how difficult it is to get someone to download or install an
application on their phone. but as they are quite easy to use, how come apps like facebook messenger or facebook's app store is so
popular? it's simple. facebook is one of the most used apps that most people use on their smartphones. most of the time, facebook

users don't even think twice before installing a game or an app on their phone. but, there are certain tasks that are better off
performed using an application over a website, and one of them is downloading an app. let's take a look at the best tips to help you

download an app on your smartphone.
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